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Seafood

There is a critical shortage of 8oz mahi portions and some 
imported calamari items happening in the market place. 
Domestic catfish is still experiencing industry wide shortages. 

Beef

As grilling season slows and cooler temperatures arrive, 
retailers are featuring more cuts from the round and brisket. 

West Coast Produce

Due to back to back heat waves, several west coast items will be 
impacted on supplies and increased quality issues. Expect 
volatile market conditions over the next 4-6 weeks.

Whole birds are slightly down. Breasts are steady but 
demand is low. Jumbo tenders are down but demand is 
high with supply increasing. Small tenders are up higher. 
Wings remain up due to increase sporting activities and 
sizable foodservice demand. Demand for quarters is 
increasing due to low market rates.

Last week soybean oil futures moved higher as corn and 
soybeans moved higher. We also saw crude oil move higher 
and large investment fund traders buying much of the 
volume for soybean oil. They began selling off their volume 
this week and the market has come down. Canola is 
following the path of soybean oil and palm is higher.

End cuts, brisket, and rounds specifically, continue to show 
signs of growing inventory and lower demand. As for 
chucks, demand mostly from exports and retail, have driven 
prices higher and inventory lower. Middle meats continue 
to be mixed, with tenderloins hard to find and prices 
continuing to rise. The rib primal appears to be holding 
together for the short-term. Loins are plentiful.

The natural cheese and mozzarella markets increased this 
past week while the processed cheese markets decreased. 
The increasing spread between the two markets suggests 
unhealthy and volatile markets. The butter market began to 
move upward with increased pressure looming due to the 
USDA Food box Program. All white and brown shell egg 
sizes were flat. 

Suppliers continue to reduce harvest numbers, which will 
cause markets to trade sideways to slightly higher. Boneless 
butts are seeing an increase in demand due to increasing 
exports. Loins, like butts, are moving up as retail continues 
to buy boneless loins causing markets to strengthen. Not 
much has changed with ribs. Ribs in general continue to be 
extremely hard to source. 

Poor harvests and shipping delays impact the supply of 
large Mahi Mahi portions and imported calamari. Domestic 
catfish is still experiencing industry wide shortages. 
Imported catfish is a good alternative. Sockeye salmon 
ended the season at 94% of the projected forecast which is 
in line with the 10 year average. 
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Hot House

Asparagus

The cucumber market is active as demand 
exceeds supplies, expecting volume to pick 
up in 7 to 14 days. Heirloom tomatoes 
demand exceeds supplies.The market is expected to firm up 

slightly with retail ads in place and an 
increase in demand. Quality is good 
to very good. Corn

Supplies are limited as crops finish before 
the transition to new areas ready. The 
market is strong.

Avocados Broccoli-ALERT Lettuce and Leaf-ALERT

Mexico avocado harvest is steady 
with a noticeable shift in the size 
curve. Good availability in 48’s and 
larger size fruit with very few 60’s and 
smaller. Very few #2’s available. 
California production is finishing 
quickly with most of it staying within 
the state of California.

Quality is fair currently with yellow 
discoloration, loose bead, brown 
beads, and occasional flowering. The 
market is very active this week with 
strong demand. Expect active market 
conditions on both commodity and 
floret packs for the rest of September 
and into October. 

Markets on all romaine, iceberg and 
leaf lettuces are active. Planting 
disruptions coupled with increasing 
quality issues in the fields has led to 
the current market conditions.  
Expect markets to be unsettled and 
challenged for the next 4-6 weeks on 
all packs of commodity and value 
added packs. 

Eggplant/Cucumbers

Light supplies and strong markets on both 
items out of the East and West coast 
markets. 

Arugula/Spinach

Green Beans-Alert Cauliflower Peppers-ALERT

Light supplies in the East, good 
quality and limited supplies in the 
West as volume decreases from 
excessive heat in early September. 
Market is active on the West coast.

Quality is fair to good with 
discoloration, yellow cast and insect 
pressure with occasional mechanical 
damage.  Market continues to be 
steady with some talks of the market 
starting to strengthen in the coming 
weeks. 

Supplies limited across the U.S. and 
will remain until new production 
areas start mid-October. Local 
production around the country  is 
starting to wind down or finish due to 
weather.

Supplies are very limited as a result of the 
previous heat wave that took place in the 
growing regions. Quality issues of some 
sun-scald and yellowing are also 
challenging the suppliers.

Green Cabbage & Cilantro

Mix Berries-ALERT Lemons  & Limes Squash-Alert

Markets are active on both items  due to 
supply challenges related to high heat in 
the growing regions. Active markets 
through the rest of the month. 

Raspberries and blackberries have 
been impacted by the recent back to 
back heat waves and have limited 
supplies and fair quality. 
Blueberry supplies are short as the 
season is winding down out of BC 
and the Pacific Northwest, and 
imports have been challenged out of 
Peru and Mexico.

Lemons-Good supply available 
coupled with low demand. New crop 
starting out of AZ and Southern CA 
next week.  Limes-Supplies continue 
to increase and the market is 
beginning to decline. Supplies are 
heavier to 230s/250’s and lighter 
supplies 110s/150s.

Supplies extremely short due to cold 
weather and rain in the East. West 
supplies are limited due to heat last 
week and cooler temps this week. 

Strawberries-ALERT Oranges-ALERT Tomato-ALERT

The market is very active and limited 
in supply, following yet another heat 
wave.  Volumes are decreasing 
week-over-week and now accelerated 
due to the high temperatures. 
Product being diverted to the freezer 
or can markets due to the amount of 
damaged fruit. Expect to see active 
markets for the next 3-4 weeks.

Demand and markets are very strong 
due to heavy retail pulls and the 
USDA food box programs. Supplies 
are declining from California and 
Chile. Quality is just fair out of 
California with re-greening and weak 
tired fruit being the main issues. New 
crop California navels will start at the 
end of October.

The tomato market remains 
extremely active due to low 
availability on all varieties both East 
and West. Quality will vary greatly 
among shippers. This market will 
remain extremely active through the 
month of October. 
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